
Our Strengths

WithWith an entrepreneurial spirit, QhoohP taps into 
specialized markets to oer tailor-made solutions for 
clients' unique needs. Our adept negotiation skills and 
long-term partnerships establish us as a trusted 
supplier. With an extensive network, we deliver 
exceptional service. Leveraging relationships with key 
logistics players, we ensure e cient parts delivery, 
sasaving time and costs. Based in Dubai, a global hub, we 
oer competitive pricing and swift delivery to clients in 
several countries. QhoohP's placement in India reflects 
our commitment to a wider range of industries.
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AUTOMOBILES

FIRE & SAFETY We’ll help
you find the solution

you need

Aftermarket
SPARE PARTS

QhoohP was established with a clear vision: to 

o er customized engineering aftermarket spare 

part solutions for automobiles, HVAC/R, fire and 

safety, perfectly tailored to individual 

customers. With more than 17 years of sales 

experience and specialized expertise, QhoohP 

comprehends and anticipates the distinct 

chchallenges that businesses and individuals 

confront while seeking precise aftermarket 

solutions. By directly sourcing residual 

inventory from reputable manufacturers and 

employing e cient logistics, QhoohP is 

committed to delivering top-quality aftermarket 

spare parts promptly, without intermediaries. 

Partnering with QhoohP guaPartnering with QhoohP guarantees not only 

swift and targeted engineering solutions, but 

also a personalized approach to cater to each 

customer's distinctive requirements. 

Whether you're located near or far, QhoohP 

stands ready to provide top-quality 

engineering spare parts for automobiles, 

HVAC/R, and Fire & safety systems. Should you 

require swift solutions for your spare part 

needs, feel free to connect with us using the 

details provided below.

"At QhoohP, our mission is to deliver tailor-made 

engineering aftermarket solutions that exceed 

client expectations. With a focus on quality, 

e ciency, and personalized service, we aim to 

enhance operational performance and 

customer satisfaction in diverse industries."
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Quality is the Hallmark Of Our Highest Potential

AUTOMOBILES    HVAC/R    FIRE & SAFETY     SPARE PARTS

Rest assured, we're committed to upholding our 
standards and values, delivering superior 
solutions and services to clients in UAE, India, 
and beyond. Our exceptional bespoke solutions 
are readily available from our o ces in the 
United Arab Emirates (with VAT registration 
number 104028444800003) and India (with GST 
registregistration number 32APHPA3077K1Z2).


